**PRO 125**

**Eyelet Accommodations**

**Manual Punch Aligner**

**Bar Shear Table**

**4th Station**

**24” Bar Shear with 4 sided blades**

**Electric Foot Control**

**Forklift Accommodations**

---

**Accessories**

- Punch nut wrench for L series or 150 and 500 Series
- Bar shear stop for production shearing to 24”
- Bar Shear table extends the table from 3” to 12”
- Punch Rack holds up to 30 sets of Punches & Dies
- Steel bin catcher catches steel from bar shear
- Oversize die stand for punching over 2 1/4” round
- Oversize stripper for punching over 2 1/4” round
- Punch Table with Adjustable jig
- Grease bank for under cover lubrication
- Slug Type Angle Shear
- Offset die stand for punching close to web *

*Please specify: size of angle to be punched, largest diameter hole to be punched and distance out from web to center of hole

---

**Tooling**

- 6 - 24” Brakes *
- Angle Shear
- Channel Shear
- Rod Shear
- Coper Notcher
- Square Notcher
- Pipe Notcher
- Z & T Shear

---

**Unig-Hydro, Inc**

310 E Gemini Ave
Cosmos, MN 55326
800 - 326 - 0036

---

**CLEVELAND MACHINERY SALES INC.**